
Institutional Heritage 

„The Museum Pilot“ 



Pilot on institutional heritage (museum pilot) 

First of all … 
 
The work on the pilot is just starting – we cannot present results at this moment. We 
are in a preliminary phase and just began working on a refined concept. 
 
 
 
Nevertheless … 
 
we can outline the intentions we have and can describe the environment in which 
the pilot will be conducted. 
 



Museum pilot 

The „environment“ of the museum pilot: 
 
Central to the pilot are of course museums. 
 
We will take a holistic approach on museums including the objects, the administrations, 
the activities and the visitors. 
 
We do not understand museums as islands. They are an integral part of society. Societies 
develop and so do museums – in all their aspects. 
 
Not just since the advent of digital information infrastructures there is a tendency in 
modern societies that citizens want to actively take part in decisions of all kinds, that 
more and more citizens want to take part in activies of all kinds. It is a process of self-
empowernment. Citizens want to play a role. 



Museum pilot 

The „environment“ of the museum pilot: 
 
These citizens are the visitors of museums these days. Museums have to adjust to a 
changing demand. 
 
Since many years already there is a discourse among museums about a participatory 
approach. The body of relevant literature is growing. But the „participatory museums“ is 
more than an academic concept. 
 
More and more museums are experimenting with participatory approaches in one way 
or another. The results are manifold. 



Museum pilot 

What the pilot will do: 
 
The museum pilot will create an overview of participatory approaches already in 
practice and of experiences gathered. 
 
Participation has – as every other approach – its limitations and determining 
factors. 
 
It is these „determining factors“ which the pilot be analyzing. 
 
One of the „determining factors“ is of course the situation of the respective 
museum itself. So our approach is to take two museums from the end of the line 
and compare. 



Museum pilot 

What the pilot will do: 
 
We will choose for closer observation on the one hand a big museum in a big city 
with tourists as an important part of their audience and on the other hand a small 
museum in a small village with local people as visitors. 
 
The possibilities for participation are obviously very different. While the 
participatory approach in general might be considered as a necessity for all kinds of 
museums, the ways of inclusions, the projects and conducts have to be adopted to 
the actual situation and intentions of the museum. Some have money, some don‘t. 
Some are multilingual some are not. … 
 
The result of the analysis of participatory approaches in the two museums will be 
reflected with experiences described in literature. In the end we will better 
understand what determines participation of citizens in institutional heritage and 
we will be able to give inspiration to institutions by showing what other institutions 
are doing already. 



Museum pilot 

As said before, the pilot, i.e. our anaylsis is still in the phase of outlining … 
 
Some of our guiding ideas as questions will help to illustrate the scope of the pilot. 
 
But first: 
 
Museum: What‘s in a name … 



What‘s in a name … 

There are many understandings of what museums are - in different countries the 
term is understood different. 
 
ICOM the International Council of Museums defines the term along roles and tasks: 
 
„ICOM Statutes  
Article 3 - Definition of Terms 
Section 1. Museum 
“A museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its 
development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 
communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its 
environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.” 
 
(http://icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/Statuts/statutes_eng.pdf) 



A question of interpretation … 

“A museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its 
development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 
communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its 
environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.” 



A question of interpretation … 

“A museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its 
development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 
communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its 
environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.” 
 
 
Some statements: 
 
A museum that is open to the public is in the service of society 
A museum that exhibits tangible heritage is in the service of society 
A museum that conserves tangible heritage is in the service of society 
A museum that researches tangible heritage is in the service of society 
 
 
As can be seen (just another statement): 
 
Museums are always in the service of society – they are it by definition! 



Museums are in the service of society 

The question to be asked is not “if they are” but 
 

HOW ? 
 
To understand better a closer look at what museums do is helpful: 
 
“A museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its 
development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 
communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its 
environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.” 



Acquiring museum objects 

Ideally a museum has a concept of what to collect and a certain budget to buy 
objects. 
 
In reality most museums have no or only a very limited budget to buy objects. Very 
often private collectors, foundations or other institutions donate things. Museums 
are in direct contact with the public (donators) offering artefacts but in most cases 
it is the museum alone that decides what to take and what not to take. 
 
What forms can participation take in the acquisition of museum objects? 



Just one example: 
 
The DDR-Museum in Berlin is asking citizens of the former GDR for objects that are in 
relation to this vanished republic. 



Conserving museum objects 

Ideally a museum has a depot where objects are stored under conditions that help 
to keep them intact for all times. A setting of controlled light and climate is created 
– avoiding too much use and contact for the objects. 
 
In reality many museums use the storage space they can afford and they do the 
best to avoid too much light, insects, chemical and other hazards. Most museums 
cannot afford for all kinds of object the specifically ideal surrounding. Compromise 
is necessary. 
 
What forms can participation take in the conserving of museum objects? 



Just one example: A collector from Britain coming to the Spielzeugmuseum in Nürnberg, 
staying there for three days helping in the restauration of American Flyer Traines (He 
brought spareparts along – the motor was not working well anymore). 

https://museenblog-nuernberg.de/2017/01/26/restaurierung-der-omaha-bahn/ 



Researching museum objects 

Ideally a museum has a staff of people who exclusively research all kinds of contexts 
of the museum objects, from material composition to production or use of the 
objects. The museum has a database with all the information about the objects at 
one place. 
 
In reality most museums do not have staff that devotes all their working time on 
researching the objects. The same people that have to research the objects have to 
create exhibitions and have to control the conservation and acquisition of objects. 
Museum databases are still often catalogue cards or excel files. 
 
What forms can participation take in researching museum objects? 



Just one example: The British Museum asking people to 
correct or add information related to the objects 



Communicating museum objects 

Ideally a museum has a database with all it‘s objects online available for everyone. 
The museum presents and updates all information about each single object and the 
contexts it belongs to. 
 
In reality only very few museums have all their objects available at the internet and 
those who put objects online have difficulties in updating the information. 
 
 
What forms can participation take in communicating museum objects? 



Just one example: The Museum of 
New Zealand only communicates 
maori-related objects in the internet if 
the maori community agrees. The 
museum keeps the objects on behalf 
of the (respective) community. 



Exhibiting museum objects 

Ideally a museum has a permanent exhibition and additional temporary exhibitions. 
All objects in an exhibition are equipped with accompaniing explanations in many 
languages, that are placed that even children can read them. Additional explanations 
in braille for the blind are available. The composition of the exhibition, its topic and 
the story it tells are interesting and intellegible for all visitors. 
 
In reality most museums are not able to provide multilingual explanations to the 
exhibited objects, special descriptions readable for blind people or children are rarely 
placed aside the objects. Permanent and temporary exhibitions are decided and 
created by curators and they not always meet the interest of the citizens. 
 
What forms can participation take in exhibiting museum objects? 



Just one example: 
 
Brooklyn Museum asked 
„the crowd“ to decide 
what shall be part of an 
exhibition and what not. 
- already in 2008 



We will collect such examples and many more and confront it with our analysis of 
two museums. Our guiding questions are: 

What forms can participation take in the acquisition of museum objects, 
 
What forms can participation take in the conserving of museum objects, 
 
What forms can participation take in researching museum objects, 
 
What forms can participation take in communicating museum objects, 
 
What forms can participation take in exhibiting museum objects … 
 
… under what conditions? 
 
 
 
In other word … 
 
What can be done … and by whom? 



Let the pilot fly ! 



What follows … 

To even more demonstrate the potential of the participatory approach two 
practical examples will be presented by colleagues from Berlin and Budapest. 
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